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The atmosphere is so inviting and the staff is always smiling! In addition, an English and Spanishspeaking
team member is always available to answer the phone and provide your orthodontic care, so all our patients
can feel comfortablejolley smiles write a review Write a Review. Be the first to write a review Jolley Smiles
Tyler H. My two daughters have been patients of Dr. Walk-ins or emergencies do not apply. Tyler Jolley,
Elliot Jolley and Zachary Pitcher work together seamlessly to provide patients of all ages with the care they
need for a lifetime of healthy smiles. If you already have an account, You can login in. Rules Jolley Points are
awarded at your regular appointments. You MUST wear these for the required hours and show bite
improvement. When you are ready to cash in your coins, just bring them to the front desk for your prizes! We
Jolley smiles write a review free 2 reviews of Jolley Smiles Orthodontics I am so pleased with how both my
kids were welcomed to the Jolley Smiles family. A prize cabinet will be filled with current prizes available.
Your assistant will be the judge of good oral hygiene. Earn points in many ways and save them to redeem
them for fun prizes. Jolleytime Orthodontics is the right choice when it comes to a healthy and happy smile. I
would recommend them to anyone, best in the Grand Valley. Couldn't be more satisfied! Add Your Review.
Both my kids enjoy their appointments. Carol Monfredi May 21, Many experiences to choose from! Your
Jolley Points are your responsibility. Write a Review. Reviews 8 Google Reviews 15 Sort By: 5 results
available. My son was in braces and will be again in a few years! They always handle situations with a
friendly positive outlook. I'm so impressed with how simple the process was and how quickly his smile
improved! Smiles are an important part of our service. Be the first to write a review for them! You must bring
a signed form from your regular dentist showing that you kept your 6 month check up. Pennie Dillon May 3,
Great staff and atmosphere! We would like to send extra appreciation to Savannah since we have enjoyed her
friendly smile both in the office and around town! Jolley smiles write a review 23 reviews of Jolley Smiles
from Delta, CO Wonderful staff, always care about their work and how you as a person are doing. They may
change from time to time. See More! Rating: 4. The staff is always positive and friendly Both myself and my
son received orthodontic care of Jolly Smiles. Write a Review Cancel. Find business information, reviews,
maps, coupons, driving directions and more. Jolley Smiles in Fruita CO reviews, contact details, photos, open
hours and map directions. Not all prizes will always be available. Chandra Maybury Feb 20, Awesome office!
So many friendly helpful faces to choose as our favorite! The whole staff is amazing!


